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Let T be any selfadjoint linear operator on a dense subspace 3) of a Hubert space 3C. Let <y be any closed subspace of 3C, let Y be the projection operator onto % and let 9C = <y 1 be the orthogonal complement of y in 3C. Then we have the following results. LEMMA 
If X is finite-dimensional, then the operator T 0 = YTY is selfadjoint.
PROOF. Let £> 0 denote the domain of T 0 . Clearly SD 0 = 9C©(SDfYy). The fact that 3Do is dense in 3C follows from a lemma of Gohberg and Krein [4] , see also Goldberg [3, p. 103] , which states that the intersection of a dense subspace and a closed subspace having finite deficiency is dense in the latter. Since To is symmetric, it suffices to show that £>o=£>o> where £>* denotes the domain of the adjoint of TV First of all, w££) 0 implies that Fw££> = £>*. Therefore (Tv, Yu) is continuous for all #££). In particular, (TYv, Yu) is continuous for all Yv&S), so that (YTYv, u) is continuous for all Ï;££)O. This means that wE£#, and therefore £>oC£>*. On the other hand, let w££>*-Then (YTYv, u) = (TYv, Yu) is continuous for all vÇz£>o or equivalent^, (Tw, Yu) is continuous for all wESDH'y. Now let 9Ci = {^£9C| 33r£°y for which x+y&£)}.
9Ci is clearly a subspace (not necessarily proper) of 9C and therefore finite-dimensional. Since 3D 0 = 9C © (£>n<y), it follows that u G £> 0 and therefore we have ©o-Bff.
Q.E.D. For an application of the above result see [6] .
LEMMA 2. If 9C is a sub space of £) , then the operator T 0 = YTY is selfadjoint.
PROOF. Since X is contained in 3), we have £> = 9C© £>n<y = 3D 0 , and therefore £> 0 is dense in 3C. As in Lemma 1, it suffices to show that £>o=£>o-The same argument used above proves that 3D 0 C£>o-Now suppose that uG£>*. Then (YTYv, u) = (TYv, Yu) is continuous for all &G3)o, which means that (7) | (Tw, Yu) | â o||w|| for all wÇz&r^y. Since T is a closed operator and 9C is a closed subspace of 3D, it follows from the closed graph theorem that T is continuous on 9C. Therefore we have This means that F^G 3}* = 2D = 3) 0 , and therefore ^G3>o. Q.E.D. REMARK. Let us note that whenever <yC3D, the assertion that YTY is selfadjoint follows trivially.
ADDENDUM. After the completion of this work, a paper by James P. Williams [J. Math. Anal. Appl. 17 (1967), 214-220] appeared in which on p. 220 he attributes to Lumer the remark that if A is a nonnegative bounded operator and if B is selfadjoint, then A 1I2 BA 112 is selfadjoint. This statement, seemingly more general than the above lemmas, is incorrect, as can be seen in the following counterexample. Let B be an unbounded self adjoint operator, let u be any element in 3C which is not in the domain of B, and let A be the projection operator onto sp {u}. Then A and B satisfy the above hypotheses, but the operator A MBA 112 is not selfadjoint. In fact, the domain of A ll2 BA 112 is {tf G3C| (u, v) = 0}, which is not dense in 3C.
